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About This Game

Don your cape and mask and join the Supreme League of Patriots in this hilarious and irreverent superhero comedy adventure!

In Issue 2, Kyle's transformation into the Purple Patriot is progressing unabated, and he's discovering a lot of new prejudices he
never had before. While Mel fears for the sanity of his friend, The Purple Patriot sets about creating his own superhero team.

He soon discovers that a wall of bureaucracy stands between him and his dreams of becoming an official Manhattan superhero.
Surrounded by temptations, he's forced to decide whether a campaign of justice can really be founded on some pretty nefarious

practices.

Features:

Classic point and click gameplay with a hilarious modern sense of humor

Two playable characters of Kyle Keever aka The Purple Patriot and his sarcastic sidekick Mel

Battle the dastardly red tape of the New York bureaucracy!

Discover, befriend and declare your enemies from the city’s zany and colorful cast of superheroes and archenemies

Fantastic original soundtrack composed by Jake "Virt" Kaufman
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Title: Supreme League of Patriots - Episode 2: Patriot Frames
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
No Bull Intentions
Publisher:
Phoenix Online Publishing
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8

Processor: 2 GHz (Single Core)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 5000 or better with 256MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English
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Get unity in stead it sucks and you cant do\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in it. story:9\/10
character:9\/10
CG:8\/10
system:8\/10
music and bgm:8.5\/10
at all:9\/10
SAKURA NO MORI-the best story i have ever played
. man i wish there is more people playing the mod but its good. This is a cool idea that seems well implemented. Takes a bit of
getting used to constructing below floors you have already built but it looks and feels very cool to play.

. Love the game. Its exactly like my walk to work everyday in NYC.. Simple to use, Easy to configure & of course cheap!. It's
cheap and it's quite grand music. Worth the quid.. Super Cute Animal Game, where every animal you could ever love will
brutally murder you and take everything you ever loved.

10\/10 would be a grey tabby again. really enjoyed this game years ago and still do. I remember dozens of servers and game
filled with big numbers. I know it was a long time ago but was hoping for a slice of the past. Sadly, time has taken it's toll on a
great game and next to nothing active in multi player which is the apex of all COD games. Without active multi player servers
there really is not much of a use. Great game that the developers abandoned or remade into garbage. In talking with some older
game players it seems that if activision\/origins would have kept at least a few dedicated servers for online play, there would still
be a pretty strong player base a decade later. Just many.many of us do not like the new, over excellerated, bad story, bunny
hopping, aimbotting, insulting kids and game with no heart or just a money grab. Just a good, simple story and campaign that is
fun to take part in with plenty of action and a a similar online.
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Isn't working for me :( i bought the pack and when i loaded up the game it crashed, i then loaded it up again and the game
worked but these costumes weren't there :( i checked under the game DLC and it was on but not in the game for some reason.
Got it in the summer sale and still consider it a waste of money. Terrible level design, painful voice acting, basically just a
confusing buggy mess. Possibly the worst thing ever made with the excellent Unreal Engine.. Of Guards and Thieves - a third
person stealth shooter with a heart for details.

OGAT offers plenty of different modes, like TDM, Bomb Defusal, or the classic Guards vs Thief mode. The game plan is
simply but great: The "guards" are heavily armed and have to defend one of the official or usermade maps against the "thieves",
who are much weaker, but able to see in the dark. The graphics are not photorealistic, but wellmade with an eye for details. The
community is small but friendly and new players usually find a helping hand, if they ask for one. The developers themself are
very close to the community and actually consider suggestions of the community.
The players can either play on one of the huge dedicated servers or host smaller servers themselves, to play with their friends.
The game is free to play and the classes are available by level-up. The money from the premium accounts is only used to
develop the game and to pay for the work of the developers.

To sum up:
If you are a friend of Indee games and if you love the idea of a stealth shooter, Of Guards and Thieves is the right game for
you.. Don't bother til Aerosoft works out the licensing for the liveries. This will save you a ton of headaches searching for what
is going on. This is a generic model with no markings to speak of. Of course everything else is great about the add on! If all you
wanna do is fly a high performance jet, go ahead and drop the coin. I am just frustrated that STEAM would release incomplete
products for Premium prices.. Season pass with not much content surely if Capcom annouce it pre launch to assure peoples that
purchase it. I always wondered why GameGuru used Lua as opposed to the language the Game Creators made. With this AGK
finally works with GameGuru tying together 2 wonderful pieces of software and in my opinion expanding the capabilities of
both.

I haven't done much 3D with AGK but this is definitely got me interested into learning it further. If you have GameGuru and
AGK I don't see any reason why you wouldn't want to use this, unless you like lua!
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